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floor,
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ARE INVI'rED lo.aucud :amccling with Urucc
King_ on Wcdnc~day·, Sepi. 20111 6:00pn1 at the UNM
~llll, Rm. 210.
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TRI DELT"S WE love )'OU, Pike'>.
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JA('K STAPLETON, MAlfl Y Sullivun~ Kevin
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lnire~s.
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their Sncclal Driltk Nlghl!
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WELOVEJEH. Mike and C:uncron.
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I<Ar'PA'S J•RACTICH 3 O'CLOCK Wed. Brilig

Your grcnt ~pirit null win Watennelon Uu~t. Your
(otu:h Mike'.
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!>AVE, JUDY AND Lanny-- wheri! nrc you'll' lease
call !Jebbic, 277·.56.56, so we C<itl reschedule your
intcrvicw,i;.

fenced y;~rd, $1(J(J, 2.62
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HOB JACKSON "10-SPEED profcssionnl bicyCle.
(."!unpy and duta•acc cqutpruent, metallic green and
silver, 2J·lnch frame. Mini ~;ondition. $550 or bcsl
o(fcr. 299-6418.
tfn
A lll!AUTIFUL, l.JKE new. one "cdroom mobile
hume with a swdy room ide:~! ror a college student.
If you _nrc Mill looking for a place to live or would like
a bctlcr- one, don't miss scelng I his one! Call Herb or
Judy·Ii1Jcdgcnt293.9516.
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20'', 268-3401. Asking S400.
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ALPHA CHI OMCOA Watermelon Dust coaches
wduld like to wish nil our ladies the best or luc-k.
We're- with you nil the way to the vlttory. GUT
PlJMPI!D l'O TAf\1! l'f ALL. Love Troy, Mike.
Jolm. and Scott,
09/20

VNM's new creative publication
of literary and artistic concepts

Earn $20° 0 1 a week
Donate Twice Weekly

Blood
Plasma
Donor Center
8 am to 5 prn

842-6991
Albuquerque
1307 Central NE

onsale $2.
in UNM Bookstore
Student Bookstore
the Mercado and
Marron Hall, Rm.l05
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colla: Ce·
ramie Glay
38 French coin
39 Road ma·
chines
41 Paddle
42 Lazy one
44 Other
45 Test ground:
Archeol.
46 Free: 2
words
48 Felt one's
way
50 Put on

The first P-dition of

Tuesday - Saturday
Doctor in
residence

~

French de·

37 -

"-"ilh "kt!f)l wonlen" or sugat daddies".

Do You Need
Cash?

ACROSS
1 T·Men. etc.
5 Pub game
10 Judge's
bench
14 Depart
15 Dialect
16 Lamb pseu·
donym
17 Raise in
value
19 Sand ridge
20 Bright
21 Crew mem·
bers
23 Fury
25 Sp. river
26 Mos1 shabby
29 Various
34 "Thai's not
partment

Rfl.St•ONSintE'RESEARC'IIl!.R INTERi:STEO in

I

1200 San Pedro NE
262-1946
Parking in rear

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
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KliU.Y, YOU'RE THE fmmiest, sweetest, ~cxicst
guy tJmt I litlll\\\ I go crat.y when I sec you without
yr,ntr -'\hirt: I IO\'C your hliMers. Happy 20th birthday.
fred.
09120
~pcalo:illg

KINKO'S
2312 Cent. SE 268-8515

-

,

Laborerill,
Domestics,
Clerical,
needed.
Wages above Minimum.
No fee, must have transportation and phone

No Minimum
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\'tOO ~!J. rr. Deluxe kitchen, d1~hwa~hcr, garbage
lli\PO~:il, large rcfngcralor, hllilt·m-~tOv!.'. c:1tpet,
drupe~. $2.~() 11 mom h. Sec at 530 lltnh ~E. Adult\, no
pch, 2SS 1773
1fn
hiRNISIW.IJ, ll'rl LITIES PAID. A block 1.0 UNM,
deluxe- one bell room $195, adults, no pet~. Sec at 141
(·ohllllbmSt:, 268-052.~.
tfn
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Cash Daily!!!
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( RFA fiVE· SI·.WJN(i Cl.A!-iS ~turu Sept. 20th L·tcatc your ol'on pancrn,. Weaver:.' Swclw. :?.05
Stanf"ord t.;r·. 2li'i-9100
09120
WLAVJNO WORKSHOP· SPlNNlNG S11pt. 16th,
Ink!~· l'vi!ilHilt!- lquJ~k. mcxp~rl'•i-...e, hml Sept. 2:lrd
N;nural tl~elng
fkl- 7th. Weavl;'r~· Studio 205
Stanfurcll:.,I· 265-9100
01), ;!.l
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Collie priest
Civic em·
ployee
57 Geomelric
51
53

fortn

61
62

Maple genus
Mail ilem: 2

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Tuesday's Puzzle Solved:
I S H
L 0 c 0
H A R 1
PI R U D E
A W 0 L
OR T H O .
~ S S E N E
1 E S T A T E

.words

Farina
Arab. prince
Italian toWn
Swirl
Dances
Ollie's part·
ner
DOWN
1 Tetror
2 1967 Mont·

64
65
66
67
68
69

real event
3
4

Plunges
Spread
around

5 Tito, e.g.
6 Go on -:Eat
sparingly
7 Narrow in·

let
Bin -:

Wholly
9 Blots
10 Tissue ul·
ceratlon
11 Astringent
12 Blue Jays or

Dodgers
13 French city

p

STOA.AIMED

I.

I 1 AI L 0

1 T E

COIN~E Ri~~TA~
ER~
E X I T

~IN

A D l E R
RESEEDS

AOE
'liesEr.T

H I 1

STET
r.'sCAPjAOE

E G 0

D E L T Allllll

SLAIS
ARREST
p u MP
BABYSITTER
E A I E S
A R G 0
0 R E 0
D I T 1 Y
N E 0 N
T E S T

Head parts
Outbreaks
Controlled
26 Herb
27 Habilat
28- Ste.
18
22
24

Marie
30
31

Understands
Group of
soldiers

Delete
Ventured
Arctic ex·
plorer and
family
39 Wedding

32
33
36

member

40

Steady
tamers·

43

Aged

CUS•

45 Garments
47--with:

Equal to
Rivulet
Wire again:
Abbr.
53 Repute
54 Refn·
gerated
55 Made a
sludy of
56 Alaska city
58 Gone by
59 Sp. gitl:
Abbr.
60 Paradise
63 Bishop's
49
52

seat

New IVIexico

DAI~

Today is the first
day of autumn.

Thursday, September 21, 1978

Veto
By DONNA BINNEWEG
The ASUNM Senate last night
overrode President Mimi Swanson's veto of the request for
funding of the Chinese cultural
exchange program which is
scheduled for today.
The vote was 13 in favor, one

opposed and four abstentions after
a 45-minute debate.
Senator R.J. Laino, as well as
several other senators, didn't like
the fact that the bill first appeared
before the senate after the program
had been scheduled.
The bill. was two weeks late in
appearing before the senate because
the Chinese Student Association

Film displays

Indian unity
By J .B. SKENANDORE
The UNM Kiva Club will show a lilm of the recently completed
"Longest Walk" at a pot-luck dinner Thursday night at the Native
American Studies (NAS) center at 1812 Las Lomas NE.
NAS counselor Bob Mondragon said it is important that all Native
American students be aware of the Longest Walk since it affected all
tribes.
Mondragon said, "Aside from the fact that it was indeed the longest
distance covered in a march on the nation's capital, the walk's most
significant aspect was to demonstrate to Congress and the American
people two things,"
The first he said, was "the unity of the Indian peoples' in fighting the
abrogation of treaties all over the United States, or, in other words, to hold
this nation (the United States) accountable for its promises to native people
in terms of their health, education and well being.''
Second, he said, the walk "demonstrated that Native American people
are concerned with their survival, especially in light of the United States'
attempts at genocide, such as the illegal sterlization of Native American
women without their knowledge or consent."
Mondragon said that the immediate problem for native people is to deal
with legislation on the state level, such as the recent bills in the New Mexico
State Legislature to tax persons on Indian land, to extend non-Indian
criminal jurisdiction over Indian lands, and to deny voting rights to those
Native Americans who live on non·taxable land.
Native American students arc members of the Kiva Club and are encouraged to attend the meetings, he said.

Access refused
By EMILY AKIN

Overridden
approached the l.mernational
Center for funding first.
The
maximum that the center woul.d
allocate was $25 out of the needed
$997.50.
"! almost feel obligated to give
them the money," said Laino. "1
hate to see ASUNM in a 'have to
pay' situation.''
The veto was overridden, but not
without Senator Eric Lucero expressing that this should serve as an
example to the senators for future
cat1tion in approving funding so as
to avoid this precarious position.
About an hour and a half into the
meeting, a mysterious figure, clad
in a black coat, wig and moustache,
crept into the senate chambers and
hurled a cherry pie at VicePresident Leonard Garcia. The pie
grazed Garcia and landed on the
floor in front of his table, Business
continued as usual. The assailant
was not caught.
The senate also approved several
presidential
committee
appointments, including Dave Nidel
as chairman of the ASUNM
Speakers Committee.
Nidel had been disapproved at
the Aug. 30 senate meeting and
reappeared before the senate last
week for reconsideration.
The senate meeting had to be
adjourned at 11:15 because there
weren't enough senators tO make
quorum. Six senators had left the
meeting early.
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•••••tic,
pube~g.a.,to-riaf candidate "presses t~e flesh"
of ASUNM senators Lucero, Smith and Palom at last
night's senate meeting.

DorJn's budget in excess,
$81,000 returned to UNM
By TOMAS SOTO
UNM Housing and Food Service
Director Robert Schulte said
Wednesday the Residence Hall
operating budget returned to the
University about $81 ,000 of the
$2.45 million revenue and expense
budget which was provided for the

1977-1978 fiscal year.
Schulte said the budget was
proposed in December ofl976.
Schulte said of $2.45 million
proposed, about $2.3 were used in
the for improvements in the
residence halls, leaving $81,000 in
excess.

department is thinking about
appealing the committee's decision,
The International Center will no
but no specific plans have been
longer be a regular meeting place
for group organizations or UNM made concerning an appeal.
classes.
Herach Deracoupiance, center
and the Graduate Students
native of Peking, now residing in Association. The gallery's hours are
director, said the decision made last
week by the International Affairs
Albuquerque.
10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through
The ASA Gallery is funded by Friday and admission is free.
Committee
ensures
foreign
the Asso.ciatecl Students of UNM
student's accessto the center.
Denicoupiance, sponsor of the
policy change, said, "ln the past
the center was promised to different
By LINDA GLEASON
departments and organizations for
meetings. Anyone else coming into
Friday will be the last day to view
the center was asked to leave.
a Japanese art exhibit from the 18th
"The purpose of the Center",
and 19th century in the Art
said Deracoupiance, "is to serve as
a home away from home for Student's Gallery in the lower
southern level of the SUB.
foreign students."
Most of the prints are originals
One class affected by the
from the Ukiyoe period. ln English
comittee's decision is German 256,
a German folk song class taught by Ukiyoemeans "floating world.''
"There was great interest in
Marianne Barrett. The German
women
in Japanese are during this
department has moved its class to
period.
Particularly wilh women
Fine Arts.
Barrett said the previous known as 'geishas'," said Jim
International Center director made · Hurley, assistant. director of the
arrangements for the class to be gallery. A geisha is a Japanese girl
trained to serve as a hired comheld this semester in the center,
Commenting on the change panion to men.
"Eighty per cent of the prints
Barrett said, "I don't feel he
(Dcracoupiance) has. the tight. to from this period are pornographic:
throw us out in the middle of the You can't tell whose legs are
whose," said Russel Till, direcmr
semester.• ')
of
the gallery. ~ However, Hurley
Barrel! said, "I think the center
said,
''this is not a pornographic
could have been a place for
FISHER PHOTO
show.''
everyone to be.'' Barrett added,
The
Japanese
collection
was
This
painting
is
part
of
an
exhibit
of
Japanese
art,
shown
sometimes people who came into
borrowed from bavid Daw, a in tbe ASA Gallery this week.
the center would join the class.
Barrett said the Gerinan

ASA Gallery
displays art
from Japan

Schulte said there were many
reasons for the excess money, He
said the dining hall, which had been
.in Hokona Hall, was closed. Some
of the operations there, such as a
bakery shop, moved to La Posada.
He said there was about $175,000
worth of food stored. Some was
used, some was sold to other food
suppliers, and some was thrown
away because it was no good.
Schulte said food services did a
lot of work saving money. ARA,
which manages food services in the
residence halls, hired a production
manager to handle the buying of
food, Schulte said. The food cost,
proposed in December of I 976, io
be more than $610,000 was actually
$515,000. The money expected to
be taken in for meals was $4,800,
but was actually $50,000. Schulte
said rising utility costs, salaries and
benefit costs used up some of the
excess funds from food services.
Schulte said there was an increa~e
in the number of students residing
ill the halls this year. Last year there
were about 1,525 students, and this
there are close to 1,700.
Schulte said housing is "trying to
keep the cost of room and board as
affordable as we can." However,
he said, the cost of living has a
direct affect oli what they buy.
Schulte said Physical Plant
birector Floyd Williams has
contacted him saying the Housing
and Food Services proposed budget
of $373,000 for utilites for this year
was not enough to cover the costs.
Schulte said Williams had told him
the costs would be $6,400 more
than they had anticipated.
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Hussein considers talks
AMMAN, i<udan (\Ji'() King
lltt".',t,'ifl nl lo1dan agreed Wed·
IIL''-.Ciay [O !.1 1\l" O..,l'J tOll', COillrldC'J'atiOrl
In tht• <·dlllfl l>a\'id peace at:corcJo,~
Stat<' llt•pattmenl •.pokc,man
lloddttl!' (ail<'! Ill teportcd. But
iw "'"' l.lu"'''ll hml l'it;t ho111
lmrded .'ic'<'telary of State Cyru'
Vance· wrth queqion,,
I he meeting with ll.u"cin wa;
de-.·nbcd '" the l'iN "crucial
pha'-.Cn of' ti Ctl!Hpai.p.n tO Will OVCr
the 'kcptical Arab worltl to the

<'amp David agrccmc:nto.,. Vance·...,
Amman mi"inn wa; dirlicult hllt
he had powerful pcr;tmdcl", - anm
untl money.
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Arab' w<Ull I' reed from the hraeli
nccupmion whkh look place in the
l%7 Middle L:ast war, hutl come up
iu the diwussions. He .said the
~·~..-·cntral' 1 importance of lh!.! h\UC
~o·ontacL~ and added, qit wa~ l'k.•:u to the Arabs wa' well known, but
Kinp llu"ein and his government he declined tn I'll into detail on hov,
urc giving the entire matter their prominently it lig.ured in the talk;.
~L'I iow. con.~ideralion. ·~
Wrnmn!! the support of Jordan
Carter 'aid tlwre wu> no dear and 'iaudi Arabia, where Vance
indit:<ttion al'lcr the fiN two·hour tntvcl ... -, hur"dny. wa\ ~ecn a.~ vital
;c·ssion bet ween the secretary of in li.S. el l'mts to a"ure Camp
;talc nnd the motkrale .lortlanian lla viJ produced not merely a
monan;h whether Amman might 'epanlle [·.gyptinn-hradi peace but
Join the direct negotiation' with the bu'i' for an cvcmual overall
hracl.
Middle lou;t 'cttlemcnt.
l·vcn before Vance arrived both
l're>idcnt Carter, .speaking. in
.I ordan and Saudi Arabia, two or
the modcrat.c Arab state,, ~ritid1.cd Atlantic City, N.J., reported nc"
till' Camr David agreements anti progre" towurJ an hraeti-Egyptian
the Saudi; ;aid they did not COil· peace treaty. lie >aid Egyptian
sitler them a "framework for President Anwar Sadat had agreed
peace" in the Middle [\ast. There to immediate tlllk' at the ministerial
''''" a ~rowing 'well of oppo,itkm level, with American participation,
on such a treaty.
in other Arab nations.
Caner Mtid the status of
l sracli Prime M inistcr Mcnachcm
.len"alcm, which Jordan and otlter
Begin, in a statement reminiscent of
hh hardline statements before the
Camr DaviJ meeting, told Jcwbh'
lenders in New York that Israel
stood at a crossroads on the way to
Mak•n of Hand Modo
peace but warned he was ready to
Indian Jewel~y
de!'end his homeland against any
OLDTOWN
enemies.
Ctrtcr dc,crihcd the talks as
"thorough, friendly, helpft.rl and
usdul." lie 'aid Vance Jwd not
expected to rccci ve a dear .I nr·
danian an;"cr this early in hh

Covered
'W"'ago.n.

GOOD INTENTIONS
DON'T GO FAR
WITHOUT GOOD
PEOPLE
SJG:-> l 11' ;s;O\\'HJIIIN"ll•ll\'IE\\'
l'LACI•:\U•:NT ()[•1'1CE
:V U·~<;A \ 'JS'l'A HALL - 2nd l•1mr
lU.:l'S <Jl': CAMPUS SqJt. ffi-.2..'!

"I hereby declare the Israeli
defense forces will ,,tuy in Judea,
Samaria (the We>t Bank) and the
Gam Strip to defend our people
and make sure Jewish blood will
not be shed again," Begin said.
Begin 'aid he had refused to sign
any tlocument condemning the
acquhition of territory by force in
'Pite of inten~c pressure by
President Carter, and he added that
he would never allow the division or
the 1-:\oly ('ity of Jerusalem.

cabinet ministers
scramble to rule
PR!·TOR!A, South Afrk<t (llPl)-l'rime !\1inistcr John Vor"er announced \Vcdnesday he was stepping down after 12 year> or iron-fisted
rule and hsued a defiant parting ;hot at critics of South Africa's white
\uprema~ist rule.
Hi; announcement triggcret.l an open scramble among four cabinet
minhters con>idcred likely to succeed Vorster. A new prime mini,tcr will
be dwsen in eight day>.
Vorstcr invited worldv.ide cen•.urc and international sanctiom by an·
nouncing_ S<Jllth Africa would go ahead unilaterally with election; in
Namibia, known in South Africa as the territory of South West Africa.
.~oum AI nca tla., adtmmstcrcd the uranium-rich territory since the end
of World War I and 'ince 1946 ha> dcl1ed a United Nation resolution
urging independence and black majority rule in Namibia.
Vorster said attempts to bridge differences between a U.N. proposals for
elections in Namibia and an agreement reached by South Africa and five
major western rowers or the tran,ition to black majority rule had failed,
"While the South African government does not wish to do'" the doors,

Committee learns
of FBI discipline
WASHINGTON (UPI)-Thc
FBI secretly disciplined 17
o,upervisors and impectors shortly
after
John
F.
Kennetly's
as;a"ination for failing to list Lee
Harvey Oswald as a national
security risk, a former FBI in\pcctor testified Wednesday.
Retired inspector James H. Gale
told the House Assassinations
l'ommitlec he had been ordered by
FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover the
day after Kennedy's death to look
into how the agency had fulfilled it'
resronsibilities toward ()"'·ald.
Hoover expected a 'Pedal
commis\ion would be set up to
lnve,tigatc the assassination and
wamed hi' agency to be ready. The
Warren Commis;ion, establhhed a
few days later, concluded the FBI
had not 'ati,factorilv coordinated
its information about O;wald with
the Secret Ser~·ke.
1'he commh.sion was not told of
Ho<ner's internal inve>tigation ano
disciplinary action.

Ecomomy, inflation swell

ATTENTION!
ATHLETES AND OTHERS
WITH ATHLETES FOOT
If our examination confirms that you have a fungous infection of the skin of your feet, you can:
'1. Advance medical knowledge
2. Maybe get tid of your infection
3. Earn a volunteer fee

The Division of Dermatology of the University of New
Mexico School of Medicine needs 75 volunteers with
athletes foot to help us test the effectiveness of a new
antifungal agent.
Patients who are pregnant or under 18 years of age will
not be eligible for the study.
To determine if you qualify, report to the UNM Student
Health Center between 9:00 A.M. and 1:00 P.M. on
Saturday, 30 September 1978.
For further information, call Dr. Becker or Mrs. Macinnis at 277-4757.

WASHINGTON (UPI)-The
nation's economy grew at a more
robu;t pace between April and June
than originally estimated, the
government reported Wednesday,
but inflation l\lrncd in its worst
quarterly performance since 1974.

Greek pledges
up 30 per cent

cent level rcrortcd in July.
On the brighter 'ide, the rcp<lrt
also said the economy grew at an
8.7 per cent annual rate during the
second quarter, considerably above
the 8 per cent rate reported laM
month before all economic data
were assembled.

The Commerce Department's
The jump in inrlation was the
mixed bag of economic news
l~gest
during any single quarter
showed that the administration was
smce
a
12.6
per cent increase in the
an target in its growth projections.
fourth
quarter
of 1974 the
But it also demonstrated clearly
department said.
'
that inflation, called the nation's
110. 1 domestic ill by the adThe administration has projected
ministration, \ilas cutting deeply
itHo income gains made by that inrlation, as measured by the
GNP price index, would increase
only 6.5 per cent for the full year.
This
forecast is now in serious
Americans this year.
jeopardy,
As President Carter was speaking
about inflation to a steelworkers
convention in Atlantic City, N.J.,
Carter told the steelworkers his
the department announced that the new inflation. fighting weapons will
be unveiled soon.
"What we do will be fair,"
Gross National Product (GNP)
index that measures price ~hanges Carter said. "tt will not penalize
increased at an 11 per cent rate labor or any other group in our
estimated last month and the 10 per society."

=======================

Gale testified he studied the
reports of all field agents and their
sttpcrvisor> re~ronsible for keeping
track of Oswald's movements after
he returned from the Soviet Union
in 1962 and found they had failed
llJ keep up with the ex-defector's
movements and activities,
Gale specifically found, while
agcnh periodically checked on
Oswald, they failed to do so
pr()mptly after the CIA reported he
had vilited the Soviet Embasw in
Mexico City in September 1963, or
when he moved frmn New Orleans
to Dallas in October of that year.
Oswald, Gale said, should have
been rut on the agency'> "'ccurity
index" which contained the names
of persons deemed potentially
dangerous in the event of a national
emergency.

Researchers discover
marrow can be stored
ST. LOUIS (Uf'l)-Experiments
with bone marrow from human
cadavers indicate the marrow could
be frozen and stored for use in
treatment of serious blood diseases
such as aplastlc anemia and
leukemia, a researcher reported
Wednesday.
Dr. Paul I. Liu said research has
.,hown human cadavers produce
blood cells for as long as 19 hours
artcr death, making possible
marrow transplants from deceased
donors. The discovery, he said,
could lead to bone marrow banks,
where frozen marrow from
cadavers could be stored for future
use.
Llu, of the Medical University of
South Carolina, told the American
Society of Clinical Pathologists his
findings could have significant
impact on future treatment of acute
leukemia, aplastic anemia and
other blood disorders.
The results reported by Liu and
Dr. Makio Ogawa are the first with
bone marrow from cadavers.
Several hundred bone marrow
transplants have been performed in
the United States, but all donors so
far have been alive, they said, and
the availability of so·called ''fresh
marrow" is extremely limited.
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An increasingly positive image of every year, and we're trying to
Greek life and the more con- organize a walkathon or something
servative values of college students along those lines to help UNM's.
today are main reasons cited by United Way Campaign.
fraternity, sorority and University
Vertz said th_e Greek system in
officials for the increase in pledges other states is much larger than in
of Greek organizations _at UNM.
New Mexico, but the trend for New
The number of pledges for Mexico is upward.
sororities was up 40 per cent from
"In Texas, Arizona and
last year and up 20 per cent for California, the Pi Beta Phi houses
fraternities, according to statistics will have 1000 women participate in
compiled by the Student Activities rush and have a pledge.class from
office at UNM, resulting in an 40 to 70 women," Vertz said. "We
overall increase of 30 per cent.
had 170 women participate in our
Tom Clear, president of the fall rush and pledged 29 women,
lnter·Fraternity Council at UNM four more than last year.
and president of Sigma Alpha
Other Greek officials agree that
Epsilon, said the increasing number for fraternities and sororities in
of pledges indicates that New New Mexico, !heir time has finally
Mexico is catching up with national come.
trends.
Associate Dean of Students and
"Fraternities and sororities Director of Student Activities
began increasing their numbers on a Karen Abrahams said there has
national basis as early as 1970," he been a steady increase of student
said. "We're just now catching up participation in virtually all campus
with the 1970 proportions."
organizations within the last five to
''The positive image of Greeks is seven years.
taking hold," Clear said. "People
"There are many more students
are becoming aware of our seeking traditional types of acresponsibility to create a scholarly tivities and organizations," she
atmosphere within our fraternity said, "Students seem to be more
houses and our devotion to practical and willing to take
community service projects.
direction
from
within
an
"Greeks are becoming more organization.
responsible and less juvenile.
People interested in joining a
fraternity are looking to the future
and a good i.ncome. Being a
fraternity helps your ability to get
along with people and puts you in a
school-oriented frame of mind," he
\aid.
"Studies of fraternity members
<,how that a larger percentage of
Greeks become presidents of
companies and successful corporate
people in the future."
Judy Starn, president of the
;ororitic>' Panhellenic Council,
said Greeks have more pride toward
themselves and their organizations
now than they had during the anti·
establishment uprise of the late 60s
and early 70s.
"People are finding out for
themselves 'Yhat Greek life is like,
rather than taking someone's elses
word for it," she said. "They
discover that we're a viable
organization with something to
offer."
As an example of sororities'
involvement with the community,
Starn mentioned the "kidnapping"
of Governor Apodaca which was
sponsored by the Panhellenic
Council last year. The ransom was
canned goods which were donated
to the Casa Metropolitan Nutrition
Center.
Starn said each sorority concentrates on a particular national
organization to work for.
Rush (a f"rmal process of
meeting and selecting new mem·
bers) chairwoman for Pi Beta Phi,
Robin Vertz, stressed the com·
munity involvement aspect of
sorority life.
"We donate to the blood drive

Physicist
to speak
An internationally known
physicist will speak on relativity in a
colloquitn at the UNM department
of physics and astronomy, Friday
Sept 22.
,
Dr . .lerzy F. Plebanski will speak
on "The Art of Exact Solutions (In
General Relativity).'' Plebanski is a
professor and pro·rector af the
University of Warsaw in Poland
and is presently visiting the Ceilter
for Advanced Studies and
fnvestigations of ·the National
Polytechnic Institute in Mexico
City.
The talk will begin at 4 p.m. in
room 184 of the l>hysic,. and
A'ttonomy i3uilding, 800 Yale
Boulevard N.E. The lecture will be
free and the pttbli~ i.;'invitctl.

Campus Crusude for Christ will
be holding a hiadcrship training
class tonight at 7 in the Family
Practice Center, room 340.

Nutive Americun shtdcnts will
hold a pot luck dinner at 1812 Las
Lomas tonight at 5. Longest Walk
vide<J will be shown. For more
information call277-3917,
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A special education graduate
meeting will be held tonight at 7:30
p.m. in COE 124 t..:> elect a
representative to attend special
education faculty meetings.

pui!IICIItlon.

In order to vote on Nov. 7, you
must register by Sept. 26. There will
be a registration table set up today
in front of the SUB by the patio
area.

.Delta Sigma Pi, the professif\n;.i
business fraternity at UNM, "'"
meet tonight at 7:30 in the Tn• ·tl
room of the Anderson School )f
Management. A guest speaker
scheduled for 7 p.m.

A ~pecial education un·
dergraduatc meeting will be held
Friday, Sept. 22 at noon in COE
212 to elect a representative to
attend Special Educati..:>n Dept.
faculty meetings.

's

UNM starr and students arc
invited to a pottery workshop
tonight, and every Thursday, from
6 to 9 p.m. in the crafts area in the
SUB basement..

Wagon Wheels s,1uare Dance
Club will hold its weekly dance
upstairs in SUB 230 tonight nt 7.

The lntervarsity Christian
Fellowship will discuss the
historicity of the resurrection of
Jesus Christ tonight at 7:30 in room
23 JC of the SUB.

***
Aquinas Newman Center, 1815
Las Lomas NE., invites UNM
students to be guests at a free
potluck super on Sunday, Sept. 24
at 7 p.m.

The United Ministries Center
1801 Las Lomas Road N.E .. wili
hold Friday a weekend welc0111ing
service at 3 p.m., singing group at
3:30 p.m. and informal recreation
at 7:30p.m.

PRECISION IJ A DISCOUNT.
(For students only.)

Come by for a special student discount card.
It's good for a whole year, and entitles you to
10% off any Command Performance service.
Including our precision haircut
Precision haircutting is our technique for
cutting the hair in harmony with the way it
grows. So as it grows it doesn't lose its shape,
Your haircut will look as good after five days

as it does after five minutes.
A precision haircut with shampoo and
blow-drY, costs just S14.00 for guys or gals, less
10% of course. We also offer permanent
waves. coloring. frosting and conditioning.
No appointment needed, just come in.
Take. advantage of our offer, it's precisely
what you need.

~·

Command Performauee
'

918

f"'"n'••na<<>na

Sierra Vista Shopping Center
Montgomery Blvd. at Eubank
Store hOurs Mon • Fri 9:00 am'9:00 pm

Sat 9:00 am·6:00 pm
298·9521
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Dorms elect
new officers

Test stuiTips Hillerrnan
!"

Editorial

Take crty's cue
Albuquorquo City Council President Patrick Baca announced
Tundday that the referendum on the proposed one-quarter cent gross
receipts tax will probably be held Nov. 13, a week after the Nov. 7
!Jerwml election.
Mayor David Rusk had proposed holding the referendum with the
ueneral election.

..
I

i i

Some councilors, including Baca, and their constituents feared the
tax issue would be adversely affected by partisan politics and that
mason was given for not holding a joint election.
Political candidates have a tendency to arouse the public's ire in
some wuy only weeks or days before an election in hopes of winning
somo last-minute votes. They can sniff out an issue important to the
pOOfliO, in this case, that which is nearest and dearest to our hearts
these days- money and chance winning or losing those undecided
votns.
Ir tho sales tax referendum were to bo held with the general election,
candidates would certainly take advantage of the opportunity, and
depending on the view of the majority of citizens at the time, could
easily make or break the tax increase.
It has happened before and it will more than likely happen again.
We support Baca and the other councilors in this move to separate
the two elections; we hofle UNM student politicians and representatives will take the city's cue.

As it stands now, the ASUNM spring general election is held along
with the ASUNM budget election. This situation often results in
chartered organizations feeling compelled to politick for or against
candidates in order to receive funding for their group. Certain candidates make financial promises to certain organizations and the
election is not one of individual students casting votes for or against
candidates _and budget items, but is one of cooperation or conflict
between politicians and campus organizations.
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to call your editors? But,
str, we ARE now your editors!"

Letters

Apology due
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test question, given to Tony
H1llerman Tuesday, remained
unanswered by the professor 24
hours later.
The committee for the ''Who
Knows More About UNM Than
Tony Hillerman Contest" nn,ecl
the question, "Who was Mathias
Custer?''
Edith
Johnson,
research
technician in the architect's office
submitted the answer. Mathias L.
Custer joined UNM as a janitor
before the turn of the century and
eventually became a math instructor. He continued teaching
despite failing eyesight.
A committee spokesman said
solicitations for questions to the
contest will remain open until Oct.
19.
The person who contributes the
best question, whether or not it
stumps the professor, will receive
an autographed collection of
Hillerman's books.
They are, "Danccha!l of the
Dead," "The Spell of New
Mexico," "Listening Woman,".
"The Great Taos Bank Robbery,"
and "Fly on the Wall."
For each contest, the committee
will select 10 questions to be
presented to the professor. He will
have one hour and any resources at
his disposal to produce a correct
answer.
Persons submitting questions
which stump Hillerman will receive
prizes. Hillerman will receive a
prize for each question he answers
correctly,

,
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Culture sensitivity
We wonder how many Americans think about the impact our leaders'
decisions have on us as individuals. Sure, everybody cares what the
president and Congress do about inflation and unemployment because
it affects our daily lives. But how about international affairs? Most of us
see no correlation between most global decisions and our day-to-day
patterns.
If you think about it, though, almost every culture in the world is
represented in the United States' melting pot. And many of these
people -whet~er they be Irish, ,Turkish, Hungarian, French, Chinese or
an~ other natlonal_-cultural-raclal group-feel a very strong sense of
the1r ancestry, t~elf forefathers' mother country and the culture that
has evolved. Wh1le we are all Americans, even those who trace their
an.ce~try to the Mayflower feel something for their roots in Great
Bntam.

It is no wonder so many coloniSts were Tories; they experienced a
very close tie to England, their homeland; in fact, they viewed the
patriots as traitors to their country, which the Tories thought was stilf
part of England while the plltriots thought it was or should be independent.
The conflict was subcultural, and probably one of the first such
conflicts in America.
There are many contemporary subcultural problems as well as
historical· ones. How do Greek-Americans and Turkish-Americans feel
about each other, considering the, lengthy conflict between Greece and
Turkey? Even though they do not live in either of those two countries
emotions still' run high when it comes to the lands of their fathers. Ho~
does American_ diplomatic policy affect these two groups? The U, S.
arms embargo to Turkey and the proposal made this summer to lift it
certainly have had some effect on the relationships Hot only between
Greeks and TUrks as subcultures in the United States, but also betWeen
Greeks and Turks as individuals.
Some American Jews have branded Germa~ Am-~ricans as bad
regardless of whether those Germans had anything to do with World
War II: Many refuse to buy German imports-cars, for exam·
pie~ because those cars carry the Nazi stigma.
Southerners may hate Northerners because they grew cotton and
had slaves and the Yankees made machinery and paid employees, and
because Sherman burned Atlanta a hundred and something years ago
during a war that was caused, among other feasons, by different
subcultures Within the American culwre.
We can't get away from it; subcultural and cultural problems will be
with us for a long time. What we must do is realize the impact and learn
to deal with it.
•

Your opinion of the balloonists feat is your business. However, your
statement that "Ben Abruzzo, a land developer, contributed to Harry
Kinney's mayoral campaign last year in hopes of obtaining land released
under the Elena Gallego grant" is libelous unless you can produce the
evidence to support that statement. If you cannot do so, then you owe
Mr. Abruzzo an apology immediately. As one who is politically active
and encourages people to make campaign contributions to the candidates of their choice, I find your statement particularly offensive and
irresponsible since you presented no evidence to support it.
Linda Estes

Editor's note: Although we view our sources as reliable, we have no
proof of Mr. Abruzzo's hopes or intentions in acquiring land. We regret
the error.

Divorce discouraged
For years in the distant past, mothers took it as an obligation to teach
their daughters how to grow up and become good mothers. Many
stories were told about how joyous and rewarding it was to be a
mother. Fathers on their own side were always making time to teach
their sons the endurances of being a father and keeping a family. But
this time, it was an unwritten "law" for a woman to regard a man as the
head of the family,
Married couples used to share rather than control each other's lives.
But today, the whole situation is changed, The civic laws of decency
and decorum have been overlooked with careless abandon, And today,
married men and women, without showing any regard for the feelings
of their children, fight and exchange bitter words before them.
All this_ started with! the not-too-recent struggle for equality by
Women. Most women now have an outlook on life completely alien to
their upbringing, and some even want to be "the drivers of their family
buses." The attitudes of men have been very reactionary, Regtetably,
over the past two decades, the rate_ at which marriages are legally
dissolved has sky-rocketed to an alarming figure.
When I was a child, I used to regard couples as mere friends who
could separate any time they liked. Buy I have come to learn that
divorce is inconsistent in the Christian faith. 1have read that 95 per cent
of the juvenile delinquents of today come from broken homes, and 1
have therefore changed my childhood opinion about divorce. I now
discourage divorce for whatever reason. I have changed my opinion
because I have realized the sad situation children are often put through
when their parents are divorced. I have changed my opinion because 1
do not want children to grow Up and become menaces to the community of which they are a part-as has always been the case with
children from broken homes.
I do not encourage divorce anymore because I have known a once
respectable mother who broke up her marriage and became a
prostitute. Most divorced men end up in reckless drinking which, not
only shortens and ruins their lives, but also leads to split personalities,
And what could be more tragic than a split personality for a life· time?
Only in very rare cases does a divorced man or woman resettle to a
peaceful and respectable life. Men have almost always resigned their
jobs, become defected and desolate, Most of the women either turn to.
'prostitution or start living life at the "grassro_ots" leVeL Children from
broken homes, only in very rare cases,. have grown up to live successful
lives. The sad experiences these children have during their school years
are too awful,
I am happy that today, many' people are realizing the vices of divorce,
My thanks go to such societies and organizations who have the reunion
of broken homes as their prime objectives.
John Anikpe
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Graham praises
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STOCKHOLM
(UP!)
American Evangelist Billy Graham,
irt Sweden to organize his Scandinavian dospel Crusade, said
Wednesday he was ''tremendously
encoraged by What has been
achieved at Camp David.'' But that
the .peace accord was ''a fragile
understanding."
"The accord is a great step
forWard. I am trememdously encouraged by what has been
achieved at Camp David, But it i~ a
fragile understanding," Graham
said.
"Both (Anwar) Sadat and
(Mcnachem) Ilegin will be subject to
~Hu• wull> pressure back home;'' he
said.
"The tliree men at Camp David
believed in God. I am sure they
were praying all the time."

Countess mum
by Garry Trudeau

PARIS (UP() - Czech Countess
Angclika Lazansy denied Wednesday she had made any
statements . concerning Britain's
Prince Charles and refused to
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About people
NAIROBI. Kenya (UP!)
Ugandan President Idi Amin has
successfully undergone surgery on
his neck, radio Kampala said'
Wednesday.
The radio qUoted a spokesman
for Mulago Hospital as saying the
53-year-old Amin was "medically
fit."
The radio said the operation on
Amin's neck lasted 30 minutes and
was performed by a Soviet doctor.
The reason for the operation was
not disclosed.
A year ago, Amin, a former
heavyweight boxing. champion of
Uganda, underwent similar surgery
on his neck. That operation also
was performed by a Russian
surgeon and was thought to involve
the removal of a mole.

(Just down the hall)
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Tony Hillerman

Amin surgery

Twel\e delegate.;, reprc;entin[l.
the ,,ix LINM dormiwrie,, voted
Wednesday to elect new office" to
the Resident Student Housing.
Association (RSHA).
The association serves as a liawn
to ASUNM as well as coordinator
and fund-raiser for activities within
the dorms.
El;ctcd were John Lucero,
presJdent; Anne Adams, vicepresident; .I oan Padilla, treasurer
and Meg Howell, sccreatary.

~~

Editor:
ASUNM President Mimi Swanson wants to move the budget
election up to January so it preceeds the spring general election and the
flOiitical overtones. But such a change would have to go through the
ASUNM Senate; students must tell their senators where they stand.
City government can separate money issues from political issues
when it needs to. Campus government could do the same.
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comment on prc$s reports linkng
her romantically to the Prince.
"I have made no statement of
any kind to the press," the countess
told UP! in a telephone interview,
"and I have absolutely no comment
to make."
The tall, beauteous countess who
works in Paris as a public relations
agent was a guest ·of the British
royal family at Balmoral Castle in
the Scottish Highlands last weekend
alortg with several other people.
Earlier this week British press
reports called Countess Lazans ky
the latest girlfiend of Prince
Charles and quoted her as
describing her visit as "blissful"
and Prince Charles as "the most
wonderful and charming person I
have ever met."
Buchingham Palace said reports
of a royal romance were "a whole
load of rubbish."

one-day official visit to Algeria and
left the country Wednesday, the
Iraqi news agency said.
It said Castro, who visited
Ethiopia and Libya, had talks in
Algiers with President Houari
Boumcdienne on Topics of mutual
interest and bilateral relations.

Exile meets Carter

COMPLETE GLASSES

$49.95
includ~s;
any prescription
single vision lenses
any "in stock" frame
FREE case
Guaranteed Rx. accuracy
guaranteed adjustment
your choice of lightweight
plastic of glass lenses

ATLANTIC CITY. N.J. (UP!)Pyotr Grigorenko, a former
Russian general who was stripped
of his citizenship after accusing the
Snviet government of human righis
violations, met briefly Wednesday
With {'resident Carter.

Carter, in Atlantic City for a
speech before a United Steel
Workers convention, was introduced to Grigorertko, who lives
in
the resort community and was a
.BEIRUT (UP!) Cuban
guest
of the union at its session.
President Fidel Castro wound up a

Castro ends visit
Thur. 21

243·6157

7:00 and 9:15

FITNESS CEI\TEH

NAUTILUS IS HERE
The most advanced concept
in total body conditioning
for both men and women

Fellini's ·
"La Strada"
starring

Anthony Quinn and Guilietta Masina
SUB Theatre
ASUNM Stud. $1.00

others $1.50

ONE MONTH FREE
with enrollment this week
NAUTILUS is:

1). Efficient, , , .•• , . , , . 20 minutes, 3 times a week
2) Effective • , , •• , . , , , .•. , , , , , , • sec results fast
3) No Contract. , , .•• , , , .• , , .•. pay each month

CALL 292-2001
2288 Wyoming, N.E.
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Ripoffs, student volunt ers found at Stc1te Fair
Violations turn up

History club staffs fair museum
By ERIN ROSS

''

CHADWICK PHOTO

Shelley Hatfield, a graduate student in History and a
member of Phi Alpha Theta, works in the Spanish Village at
the State Fair.

lf you're a memhcr of UNM's honorary history
club, you're also probably working at the State Fair
this week.
Judy Demark, graduate st.udent and President of
Phi Alpha 'Theta, said almost every active member,
even recent initiates, have volunteered to staff the
Spanish Village Museum at the New Mexico State
Fair.
UNM's Phi Alpha Theta, part of a large national
history honorary society, has about 40 campus
members, and almost every member has volunteered
to work as a museum guide.
For the past three years the club, in combination
with the staff of the New Mexico Historical Review,
has been asked to hold museum exhibits by the
Wheclright Folk Art Museum and the Center for
Anthropological Studies, Demark said.
Demark noted that most students working for the

rev1ew are also members of Phi Alpha Theta.
Demark said many students majoring in history are
also interested in museum work, "and this is valuable
experience for their careers."
This year's exhibits include a reconstructed scene
from the 18th-century Rancho de Carnue historic site
east of Albuquerque and a display of Spanish wood
carvings.
Demark said club members working as museum
guides are also selling historical journals and are
offering a 20 per cent discount on UNM Press books.
For its efforts, the club will receive a $200 donation
from the Spanish Village organization, Demark said.
The money will be used for club activities later in the
year.
Club membership is by invitation and is composed
of both graduate and undergraduate students.
Members must have taken at least 12 hours of history
classes and maintained a 3.2 GPA.

HEWLETT· PACKARD
INTRODUCES
PROFESSIONAL BUSINESS CALCULATORS
FOR A STUDENT'S BUDGET.
BUSINESS MODELS STARTING AT JUST $75:'

Now you can get the same quali~·. durability. and

features of <t Hcwlett,Packard professional calculator
-at a price you can afford. Introducing Series F..
for business.
DESIGNED FOR STUDENTS.
Easy-to-read displays. Larger, brighter LED dispht)"
with commas to sepmate thousands m<tke Series E
c:a\culmors easier to read during long hours o! study.
Built-in diagnostic systcms.lkcause .'·ou'\1 be working
on nwm· nc\\' and challen!!in!!
problems, Series E c;lcL7Intors havu diagnostic
sYstems that tell \'OU:
· I l whun ) ou \·<:· pl!rlonm:d an incorruct
opc:ration:
2 l why it was

incorrect; 3) il" the calculator isn't working propc,·Jy.
Accuracy. It's important in college. So we improved
the ;1lgorithms to give you the confidence that your
answers arc always precise and complete.
FROM BASIC BUSINESS
TO ADVANCED PROGRAMMABLE.
!he HP-37E. Business Management. $75:• 13asic
business/linancu. ()i\'L'S l'rL·sent Value. Pa,·ments and
Future Value cnlculations simultnm:ousll·. Discounts.
".;,·s. mark-ups. and <litlortit.ation sche(lul<:s. Statistics
with tr<:nd-lint: for<:casting. 5 financial and 7 \IS<:r
111emories.
The HP-38E-Advanccd Financial Programnibble.
Stzo;• Solws rotHint: and complt.!, problems at the
touch o\' a kc.\" -no pn.:vious pro)!I"Hilllllillg experiunce
necussan. lnt<.:rnal Rnt<.: ol R<.:turn .1nd Nt..'t l'rL·sent
V;tlu<.: loi· up to 1.9HO cash 1\ows in 20 groups. 2000Year calendar. 5 linant:ial and 20 ust:r nwntol'ics.
Up to 49 pi·ogl'(\111 lines.
HEWLETT-PACKARD IS WITHOUT EQUAL.
All Series E calculntors usu RI'N logic c:-.dusi,·dy. If
you've newr tried it. .1·ou"rc in lor a bi[!
surprise. lt lets you ;;oh·c: problem;; the
wm· vou naturallv do in \'oUr
· · mind. Straiuhtlorwiml.
l.ol.!icnl. No \\"OITYinl!
abotlt complicntetl hiernrchit:s or
parenthe;;c:s. It"s the
shorte~t pos;;ihle dislance between the question and the answer.
SEE FOR YOURSELF'lb help ~·ou sdc:ct thu
calcul<~tol· that's lid1t lor
you. we've prepared a
booklet entitled, "The
Student's Choice ... the
l"o[!ical Choice:· Pick up <t
cop~· at your bookstore
or nearest Hc\\'lctt-Pacbrd
dealer when you slop h,1
to see Series E. For the add res~.
CALL TOLL"FREE 800-648-4711
except from Hawaii or Alasb.
In Nevada call 800-992-5710.
While \'Oll't·e thure. be sure to look at
our othe'r prol"cssional calculators:
the advanced progt·ammable HP-29C
and HP-19C with printer; and
the IIP·67 mag-card progn1111m<tblc.
But do it soon. A Hewlett-Packard
professional calcultttor priced lor <1
~~udcnl"s budget is something you can't
a I lord to p;u;s up.

B)' JEFF BALD WINE
UNM students attending this
year's State Fair are less likely to be
ripped off on the midway than last
year. Routine investigations by law
enforcement officers have turned
up fewer violations than in previous
years.
It is difficult to catch an illegal
operator, because word spreads
quickly throughout the midway,
once they know officers are watching. Everyone cleans up their act
if they were doing anyJhing shady.
According to a State Police
spokesman, some of the games to
watch out for include:
- Razzle Dazzle, a game in
which players have a card with
numbers on it, and use dice,
marbles, or darts to determine the
numbers they get to use on the
cards, The object is to get certain
numbers on the cards to add up to
the winning combinations. The
chances of winning this game arc
very low to begin with, but the
operators may make it even harder

by "fast-counting," where they
rapidly add up the numbers on the
die before the players can even see
them. One person lost about
$95,000 playing this game in
California, police said.
- Ring Toss, a player tries to
throw a basketball through a hoop.
Some of the hoops have been found
to contain an inflatable diaphragm
arouno the inside. When inflated, it
prevents the basketball from going
through the hoop.
- Duck Pond, players arc given
poles with a piece of metal on the
end of a string and attempt to pick
up objects with magnets on them
from a small water pond. The prize
a person wins depends on the size or
marking on the objects fished out
of the water. The large objects with
the bigger prizes may have very
weak or no magnets at all, so the
good prizes are hard to win.
- Horse Race, a player uses a
pinball machine to determine his
horse's position on the racetrack.
In the past, this game has been

"' ri"""

found to have two control boxes the liP'~
operator uses to determine, ahead ~~,- ,
of time, which player would win !he "
race, even if that player never
~;
touched the pinball machine.
- Milk Bottle Throw, where
•'
there are two or. more sta.cks of
1
metal milk bottles to be knocked »~~
down with a softball. The bottles
should weigh about three to four
pounds, but some have been found
to weigh so much they were dif- <!'!
...
· -"""-,
f.icult to pick up.

(t·.

i\

These are only a few of the cons
that may be found on the midway.
A person cal!ght running an
illegal game may be charged with
fraudulently operating a lottery,
which is a misdemeanor in New
Mexico carrying a six-month to
one-year jail sentence if convicted.
nut the game itself can be closed
down, depriving the operator of his
cash, equipment and income.
However controlling the rip-offs
is made difficult by the players
themselves. As a member of the
Albuquerque Police Department's
vice detail said, "The biggest
problem is the people's own
greed."

CHADWICK PHOTO

"Carnie" retrieves rings from in between bottles at the
ring toss game on the State Fair midway.
The Peace Corps ...

A MIND BLENDING
EXPERIENCE
Share your skills and experience
and gain an understanding of
other cultures, other ways.
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Recorded Message
Phone 296·8568
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The designers had you in mind.
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Christian Dior. Oscar de Ia Rent.a.
Givenchy. Designer frames that help
you look your best no matter what the
fashion trend. It's as though each
designer had your various moods in
from the start
Foryour prescription eyewear
select the frame that's right for you.
AtTSO, we care how you look
Iife ... and how life looks at you.

James A, Fisher attempts to knock aver three stuffed
clowns in a row to win a prize.
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HEWLETT~ PACKARD
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Prescription eyewear since 1935 • Convenientcredit available
4300 Central Ave. S. E. • 4410 Central Ave. 5. W.
Now a! '71.10-A Menaul Blvd., Sun Square Center

•suggcsiCd rctn1_1 price cXdlidi:ng npplicnhlC:sl:uc: 11nd Tocar taxes
-Cantincntnl US. A.. Alnsk.'l' nntJ HaWtlll,
Displays ·arc photogr"phcd S!jparntcly tO ~hrmlntc
UctUal app<!afrincc,

Children try to win prizes by fishing ducks out of s "duck
pond" on the midway,
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Student Jews meet
through organization,
plan group activities
Kraniccvich said, "Right now we

lly PETER MADRID

arc planning Sabbath dinners on ·
Friday night:;, and with our high

Underhill an Adventurer Youth Program Starts

holiday; coming up, we will be
Makinr liNM Jewish students
pretty busy for awhile,"
awme ol each other i;,; one of Lhc
Krnnicevich said other events
ttllllll I lllli:IH>lls oltlw lJNM Jewish
being
planned arc it tennis tour'itu<knt l inion, spokeswoman
namctlt
and a racquetball tourVtcki K1 aniccvkh, said.
nament.
llw .lcwisl1 Student Union, an
allilliatcd member of the Hillel
branch out or Berkeley, Cal., is one
ol 20 reli~ious organi1.ations on
campus designed I o bring I ogcthcr
dil krcnt denominations.
Krankcvkh said the Jewish
'itudent Union is now in the process
or sip,ning up those interested in
joining the organitation.
... , he Dean of Students,"
Kraniccvich said, "is furnishing us
with a complete list of students who
registered as Jewish. We arc also
approaching the J cwish student
with booths on the mall and ads in
the LOBO."
Kraniccvich explained that
although school has just begun and
the organi1.alion is not yet off the
ground for the semester, different
events arc already in the planning
stages.

By ANDREW CARDONA

Club plans
slide show
A slide show and talk on the
People's Republic of China will be
featured at the UNM philosophy
club meeting Friday, Sept. 22 ..
Giving the presentation will be
Lawrence K. Schmidt, a graduate
student in the UNM philosophy
department who recently visited
mainland China.
The presentation will begin at
3:30 p.m. in the philosophy
department library on the li fth
floor of the Humanities Building. It
will include historical as well as
contemporary aspects of the
country and will cover the cities of
Peking, Canton, Shanghai, Dachai
and Sian.
The program is free and interested persons are invited to
attend.

,

Jews distribute
peace l"n·form·atl"on

10 Proof, Imported and llattlacl by
th• Pancho VIlla Company,
Sou;h San francisco CA.

For a 'l'ooqaUa I......,
11h oz. Pancho Vil_ht _Tequlfa, 1 oz. Grenadine, orange juice to fill. Mix in a blender or
shake well wilh ctacked tee, strain Into chilled sour glass, Top wilh ltme alice and enjoy!

Elyn Underhill

the !'merican .f!oard to the Jews Mission, in support of a
lastmg peace m Jerusalem.

Students and professors
to recruit for lavv school

Mo:dc::o's mosl famous nama Is Amorlc::a's mosl

WANTICI:I
Pancho Villa tequila

Rhona Baca, sophomore in Special Education talks with
Becky Kinsey and Athena McDevitt at their booth on the
mall Tuesday. The two were distributing information from

Stud~nts and professors from the
UNM School of Law will visit s~ven
state colleges and universities in the
next live weeks to recruit persons
interested in attending law school.
Associate law school Dean, Peter
Winograd, said recruitment teams
will visit schools in Socorro, Silver
City, Santa Fe, Las Vegas, Portales
and Las Cruces.
They will visit the College of
Santa Fe Friday, Sept. 22 from 10
a.m. to 3 p.m. in the New Mexico
Union Building. A group meeting
will be held at noon in Room B-109
of LaSalle Hall.
The recruiters will bold a general
meeting at Highlands University
Thursday, Sept. 28 at 8 p.m. in
Room 203 of Burris Hall. Tables
with law school information will be
set up Sept. 20 from 9 a.m. to 2
p.m. in the Highlands Student
Union Building.
Students at St. John's College
can talk to the UNM law school
representatives Oct. 5 from 2 to 5
p.m. in the Junior Commons Room
of the Peterson Center.

Do You Have Zits?
The University of New Mexico Division of Dermatology and
Student Health Center needs Volun teers with acne to help
determine the effectiveness of a new topical antibiotic for
treatment. Patients must be available for examination on
Saturday mornings starting September 23 through November
18 and should not be taking oral antibiotics or cor·
ticosteroids. Volunteers will be paid for their participation.
For further information contact
Erma Pinion 277·3136
Student Health Center

'

A general meeting for interested
students at New Mexicb State
University will be held Thursday,
Oct. 5 at 8 p.m. in the Otero Room
of Corbett Center. Tables will be
set up in the Corbett Center from 9
a.m. to 3 p.m. Oct. 6.
Eastern New Mexico University
students can talk to the recruiters
Thursday, Oct. 12 from 9 a.m. to 3
p.m. in the New Mexico Union
building. A general meeting will be
held at 1 p.m. in the Mesquite
Room.

Western New Mexico University
students call talk to the law school
representatives Friday, Oct. 20
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the New
Mexico Union building. A general
meeting will be held at noon in the
Senate Room.
Also on Oct. 20 a recruiting team
will visit the New Mexico Institute
of Mining and Technology frbm I 0
a.m. to 3 p.m. in the New Mexico
Union BUILDING. A general
meeting will be held in the library
conference rbom at noon.

Town Fond
Of.Track
'!(,

By GAIL ROSENB.LUM
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Registrar calls self
IRecords custodian'
The UNM registrar described
himself as a "custodian of the
student's record."
Registrar Fred Chreist said his
office is responsible for keeping
students' academic schedules,
transcripts, permanent academic
records and student folders.
Chreist said his office sends out
notices of class schedules to
students every semester. His' office
also makes the class schedules each
semester, he said.
More than 50,000 official
transcripts were sent out last year,
he said.
Chreist said state law requires the
University to keep a permanent
academic record for every student
enrolled at UNM. There is a records
vault which contains every
student's record, he said. The
record can be stored in microfilm in
the vault.
The student's folder has an
application for admission to the
university, transcripts from high
school or previous college, test
scores (such as ACT), and an
academic record, Chreist said.
He said the office also notifies
students about class cancellations.
Chreist said his office is also
responsible for informing a senior
on fulfillment of basic graduating
requirements and receiving the
correct degree. and diplbma.

His office also sends out
suspension letters, he said, The
individual college informs his office
of who will be on probation and
then the registrar sends the letter,
Chreist said. Last fall, about 375
letters of suspension were sent out,
he said.

I
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Center sets
lmagic' show

There's a little town in the
Colorado mountains that is very
fond of track.
So fond, in fact, that people in
Alamosa, population 7,000, close
down parts of the town to allow
cross-country enthusiasts to run
through the streets.
The annual "Top of the Nation''
cross-country track meet Saturday
in Alamosa will be hosted by the
Lobos. UNM, Northern Colorado,
Air Force, Colorado State and
Adams State will be competing.
"The 6000-meter run will allow
us to get an idea of the relative
strength of the perennial powers of
competing shoots," Tony San·
doval, women's track coach said.
Competing from UNM are Susan
Vigil, Patti Kaufmann, Katy Huff,
Lynn Brasher, Regina Dramiga and
Janet Wroblewski.
Wrbblewski repeated as the
women's individual champion in
the Governor's Cup Run Sunday.
She won the $400 scholarship with a
time bf 39:57, averaging a 6:25
mile.
Patti Kaufmann was third with a
40:53. Other runners included
Susan Vigil at 42:22, Regina
Dral11iga at 44:10, Lynn Brasher at
44:40 and Katy Huff at46:13.

A free presentation in titled "The
Structure of Magic" ·will be
sponsored by the UNM Honors
Center from 2 lb 4 p.m. on Sept. 22
in the Honors Center Lounge in the
Humanities Building.
The presentation, described as "a
neuroHnguistic approach for understanding and expandihg consciousness, learning and sensory
fullness,'' will be made by Dr.
Brian Grodncr, a member of the
UNM Medical Schbol's adjunct
faculty.
The prescntatibll' is oMn to the
t:Jublic.

Janet Wroblewski

From Nelson, )3ritish Columbia to the UNM campus ts a long way to
come .to play volleyball.
"I didn't know what to expect," said Canadian sensation Elyn
Underhill. "I thought of it as an adventure."
Underhill's road to UNM began at a high school basketball tournament
where her athletic ability caught the interest of several scouts.
Assistant volleyball coach Rick Harden said, "A friend told me about
her, Sol decided to talk to sveral people iii the area about her/.'
An. excellent basketball player, Underhill made the second team All·
Province in Canada.
"Originally," said Coach Harden, "she was scouted as a basketball
player."
After completing high school, Underhill let the word out that she wanted
to attend college and play volleyball.
Several schools besides UNM sought her services. After considering all
the offers, the athlete decided on UNM .
What made her decide on UNM•
"Rick told me about the warm weather and l couldn't resist the
scholarship," Underhill said smiling.
The assistant volleyball coach said, "I had no problem convincing the
UNM athletic department about Elyn Underhill."
At 5-9, she is not the tallest on the squad, but Coach Hardin said, "She
has a high jump reach in volleyball that is important."
Head coach Cathy Lies said Underhill had an impressive weekend last
week at the New Mexico Slate Tournament. "She had a total of 55 kills
for point or side out."
The Canadian sensation began playing volleyball in the eighth grade and
received her first taste of international competition in the tenth grade.
Before coming to UNM, Underhill played volleyball for British
Columbia in Canada. A few years ago, the team participated in the Pacific
World Championship games, an international event held in Hawaii.
Underhill's future includes a trip to Canada in February to compete in
the Canadian national volleyball tournament and competing for UNM.

Frosh Season
Opens at Hon1e
By MARK'SMITH
The UNM junior varsity. football team will see action tonight, as its
season opens against a tough squad from Lubbock, in the name of Texas
Tech.
The .Lobo JV is made up almost entirely of freshmen, but a few
sophomores and juniors may see action. Some oon-frosh might see action
during times of the season on JV, if they get injured for a game, but need
.
some extra practice.
The Wolfpups have only four games this year, but head coach Gary
Griffen is expecting stiff competition in all four.
The Red Raiders will bring in a team tonight that had a great recruiting
year.
The Lobos will do battle with the Air Force next week at the UNM
stadium before hitting the road for games against national Junior College
Champ, Ranger JC, and New Mexico Military Institution, in the upcoming
weeks.
Coach Griffen said the team is ready for the game tonight. "We've been
practicing with varsity, and have been getting them prepared well. So now
the kids arc really looking forward to playing their own game."
.
Some of the frosh standouts include Nathan Allan, Jerry Apodaca, Jake
Simpson and Scott Petty.
The game will kick off at 7:30 tonight at the UNM stadium and there wil~
be no admission.

Varsity Softballers
Selected By Coach
Even thbugh the UNM worr.U ' .
· softball team is only in its second
week of practice, coach Su•r.n
Craig has already announced ""!'
varsity squad.
The returners include
at
Schnedar, Cheryl Shaw, Taryn
Rachis, Karen Shoemake, Arv!ta
Higgins, Nancy Campbell, Tam·· y
Goff, Karen Pace and Cindy
Cravens.
"We were a very young team last
year," Craig said. "1 recruited
experienced players for this year
and 1 think we will be much mo~e
· mature. The returning players are
stronger and our new athletes are
filling our needs,"
"We spent a lot of time on the
road last year, but I hope lb have
around t6 home games this year,

including our own invitation," she
said.
Ctaig said teams like lbWa Stale,
Oklahoma, Oklahoma State and
Kansas have indicated interest in
coming to the La!ld of Enchantment.

Buying
Gold & Sliver
Coins
Stamps

moNEY
mERCHANTS
293-2486

Wyoming IT'io.fl
2242 Wyoming NE

The UNM NCAA Volunteers For
Youth (V FY) program gels underway tonight at 7 in the Hokona
Hall lounge for the first kickoff
meeting.
The VFY program is made up of
'athletes who have the desire to
share themselves with a junior bigh
boy or girl who needs someone to
talk to while growing up.
The UNM program of the VFY
was set up late in the spring
semester of 1978 and five
Albuquerque youths already have
athletes matched up the with them,
Although the program is directed
at athletes, anyone interested in the
E~

program is invited to attend the
meeting tonight and gel involved.
, I

8

national
optical

COPIES
Over:night
3lf2•ea
4<sameday

t•glasscs or Contact Lt•nst'!'i

No Minimum

Fast Sen i<·t•. Qua lit~ and
Sh It• at Heasonahlt• ( :nsl

<:'ase~

Optical Co.

l<i'"'''" \\t••l •ol ( ,,.,., lk,,1llllno~•

KINKO'S
2312 Cent. SE 26!!-8515

l.mna> al \1 ashinglon• 26S-bbi6

I-t:s w)(lbook time

earns10.9
.amontr,

for 2 or 3 hours a week of your spare time.

donate plasma
You may save a life!
It's easy and relaxing. Be a twice-a-week regular.
$10 cash each donation, plus bonuses.

this ad vvorth $5 extra
New donors only. Phone for appointment.

Albuquerque Plasma Corp.
301 2nd St., SW
243-4440, 4449

IDWIY 1111181
featuring

Eldon Feldman's

IIICI tl !D It
Oaneing starts at 10:00 •
both Friday and Sabn•day nights
825.00 dauee •.mutest eaeh night

18HIII8D
Admission
$1.00 w/tJNM IDplu.s guest
$~.00
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Abracadabra

ARTS

Blackstone DQzzles
·1 he hand

i~

quicker than the eye.

Or <ll lcaol Harry Blackwme .Jr.
made it appear so in his Tuesday
night performance at Popejoy II all.
Blackstone, accompanied by a
troop of dancers ···· all showing
plenty of Oesh -· his wife, various
animals und an orchestra, delighted
an audience of all ages with his
magical illusions. He proved to be
not only a good magician, but quite
a comedian as well.
The dark auditorium echoed with
oohs and aahs as B.!aekstone took a
floating light globe into the

Vortex Sets
Auditions
Th~ Vortex. Theatre will be
l~olding open auditions on Tuesday,
~cptcmber 26, and Thursday,

September 28 for a production to
appear December I, Ins.
Off-Broadway director Larry
Loonin is planning a six week
rehearsal schedule for this ensemble
production. The actual script will
depend on the group of twelve to
twenty actors and actresses who will
lle assembled after the auditions.
Auditions will be held Tncsday
<lild Thursday form 4 to 7 p.m. at
The Vortex Th('lltcr, l06A Vassar

audience for its inspection.
Utackstonc managed a rather
convincing
''possible
impos.>ibility" with the Zig Zag Lady.
A girl was placed into a box, with
hands, face and feet showing. Two
sheets of steel were inserted through

With the aid of volunteers from
the audience, Blackstone performed card and rope tricks, while
he removed watches, belts, shirts,
wallets from them without their
knowledge.
Blackstone told the story of the
traveling salesman trimming his
expense account while he cut a
folded piece of paper that always
rcmai ned in one piece. When asked
if there. was something in the paper
he replied, "There's nothing in it,
we used the Daily LOBO."

the mid-section of the box.
Ulackstone then pulled the middle
of the box out. Under inspection
from a member of the audience,
hands, face and toes were found to
be real.
Members of the audience did
almost as much performing as
Blackstone when he invited and
sometimes tricked them onto the
stage.

Even when magic did not to
appear to be magic, Blackstone
kept the audience alive and attentive. And not once during tht
show
were
the
w6rds

Blackstone did a colorful
recreation of the opening number
of the Oreal Blackstone's (his
father) show, in which he turned his
wife into a flower bush.

"abracadabra'' or "hocus-pocus"
heard.

He ;~!so did a not-so-impressive
"Tribute to America." Flags from
the 50 states were pulled from a
supposedly emty drum. From
behind two of the nags appeared a
donkey and an elephant who obviously came from the side wings.

Thursday, Sc11t. 21
7:0(>
a.m.;
The
House
A,,assiTwtion Hearings. Live

Alfalfa's; 5001 Lomas N.E., Thurs.-Sat., 9 p.m.-! a.m., ABACUS.
Apollo; 93 I San Mateo N.E., Thrus.-Sat., 8:30 p.m.-close, SOUTHWEST WIND.
IJlg Valley Ranch Co.; 8904 Menaul N.E., 9:30 p.m.-1 :30 a.m.,
DISCO.
IJird of Paradise; 5211 Gibson S.E., Thurs.-Sat., 9 p.m.- I :30 a.m.,
AM 1STAD. This is their house band.
Caravan East; 7707 Central N.E., Thurs.-Sat., 9:30 p.m. DAVID
FRIZELL, Thurs.-Sat., 5-8:15 p.m., OUTLAW BLUES, 8:30p.m.1:30a.m., BLACKWATER DRAW.
l>anbi's; 2900 Coors N.W., Thurs.-Sat., 9 p.m.-close, L & Lis jazz
group.
Eliul,s Nest; 2294 Wyoming N.E., Thurs.-Sat. 9 p.m.-I :30 a.m.,
CLAY MAC BAND.
The Establishment; 275 Montgomery Plaza, Thurs.-Sat,, 4-7 p.m.,
EVERLOVIN', 9 p.m.-1:30 a.m., LIKELY STORY.
Friurs East; 1200 Wyoming N.E., Thursday night, 10:30 p.m.,
FRIARS GONG SHOW, Thurs.-Sat., 9 p.m.-1:30 a.m., LICKETY
SPLIT.
Friar's l'ub 6825 LOmas N.E., Thurs.-Sat., 9 p.m.-! :30 a.m.,
BROKEN ARROW BAND.
Generation Gap; 7400 Lomas N.E., 9 p.m.,-1 :30 a.m., DISCO.
Hello-Hello; Central & Washington S.E., 9 p.m.-1:30 a.m.,
SOUNDSTAGE.
Hog's Breath Saloon; 4800 San Mateo N.E., Thurs.-Sat., 9 p.m.close, CARL SILVA& GROUP. Silva is a rock and roller.
Latin Quarter; 5402 Central S.W., Thurs.-Sun., 9 p.m.-close,
MACHO POWER U.S.A., Also Pete and his Mean Boogie Machine
Disco.
.'

Long Plo.yers

broad~ast.

5:30p.m.; KUNM News
6 p.m.; NPR's "All Things
Con,idcrcd"
7J>.In.; The Light That Jazz Lit

MEXICO~'S
LARGEST
SELECTION
NEW.

CAPEZIO
RUDI GERNREICH
DANSKIN
FLEXA·TARD
GYM-KIN

H"
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Skynyrd's First And . . . Lnst;
Lyn)'rd Skynyrd; MCA-3041
It was October 20th of last year
when an airplane with the members
of Lynryd Skynyrd on board
crashed-killing three members of
the band.
Ronnie Van Zan!, Steve Gaines
and Ca;sic Gaines arc not around
any longer but their music is on this
latest Skynyrd release.
After the crash, the remaining
members voted not to do any more
Skynyrd albums. But, as the name
of the album implies, it is their first
and last.
The album was originally
recorded in 1970 but has never been.
released until now.
The music contained on this LP
is as good, if not better than
anything else they have done.
The playing may not be as tight
as on their later studio albums, but
there is more heart and soul put
into each and every song.
Maybe the rest of the members
will get together someday and do an
album with all new material-even
under another name.
But for the time being, this is
apparently the last to be released
under the Skynyrd name and a very
fine album by one of the greatest
southern rock bands of the
70's. JC

,.••••••••••••••••.,
4821 CENTRAL NE
opposite Hiland Shopping
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Women's Art Exhibit Opens Sunday
An art exhibit entitled "Women
In The Southwest" will open this
S~nday, September 24, at the
S1mms Gallery at the Albuquerque
Academy.
The exhibit, sponsored by New
Mexico Women in the Arts, will
feature the works of 51 women. In
addition to the visual artists

Sulu Wo.rps
Into Town
George Takei, who played
Lieutenant Sulu on Star Trek, will
be the guest of honor at
Albuquerque's first Star Trek
Festival this Saturday, September
23. The festival will be held at the
Kiva Auditorium in the Convention
Center.
Takei, who is currently involved
in California politics besides his
acting career, will answer questions
from the audience and be available
to sigh autographs. Most of the
questions Takei expects to answer
witl be on the new Star Trek movie
which began filming last month.
One of the highlights of the
Festival will be the showing of the
"blooper" film of Star Trek outtakes, mistakes, and pranks that
occurred on the set. Other films to
be shown include two episodes of
the popular cult TV show, and
"Hardware Wars,." a spoof of Star

Wars.
The Festival will begin Saturday
night at 6 p.m.

Arts Events

·Now comes Miller

':i
\

•

ART & CRAFT SUPPLIES/DRAFTING SUPPLIES/PICTURE FRAMING

251. 0 Centva. I A.ve. SE, Albuque. rque, NM. 87.106/ 505·.265·3.733.
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represented in the show, several
performing artists will also be
present to provide entertainment at
the opening.
The show will open at 3 p.m. The
Simms Gallery is open Monday
through Friday from 8 a.m. to 4
p.m. Admission to the "Women In
The Southwest" exhibit is free.

George To.kei,
o..k.o.., Lt. Sulu

Thursday, Sept. 21
Concert; New Mexico Symphony
Exhibit; "Highlights of the 19th
Film; "La Strada'' directed by Orchestra, see Frldav.
Century Photography Collection",
Federico Fellini, 7 and 9;15 p.m.,
TV; "Cinematic Eye", a one-half ''Highlights of the 19th Century
SUB Theater. Admission charge.
hour program designed to ac- and Earlier Collection of Paintings,
Friday, Sept. 22
company
the "PBS Movie Drawings, and Sculpture'', and
Concert: Foreigner, 8 p.m.,
Theater",
10
p.m., KNME, Ch. 5.
"Highlights of the 20th Century
University Arena. Admission
Painting Collection", all three at
charge.
TV; ''PBS Movie Theater: Tor- the Fine Arts Center galleries in
Film; "Psycho'' directed by Alfred
ment", lngmar Bergman's first Popejoy Hall. Tues.-Fri., 10 a.m.•5
Hitchcock, 7, 9:15 and11:30p.m.,
screenplay, 10:30 p.m., KNME, p.m., Sun. 1-5 p.m. Admission
SUB Theater. Admission charge.
Ch.5.
charge.
Concert; New Mexico Symphony
Exhibit; "Paintings From the
Orchestra, 8:15 p.m., Popejoy Continuing Events
HalL Admission charge.
Exhibit; ''The B.allad of Crying Permanent Collection", including
Saturday, Sept. 23
Bead and Related Drawings" by paintings by Emilie Vn Auw and
Film; "The Night Porter", 7, 9:15 Harmony Hammond, Room 202, · David Gale, Jonson Gallery, 1909
and 11:30 p.m., SUB' Theater. New Art Bldg., Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.- 5 Las Lomas Rd., N.E. Daily except
Monday, Noon-6 p.m. Free.
Admission charge.
-~~-..!:.:.:;;. Free.
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Pianist Horacia Gutierrez was
born in Havana, cuoa, and appeared as guest soloist with the
Havana symphony Orchestra at the
age of eleven. He won first prize in
the I 967 San Francisco Symphony
audtions, and received a 'silver

medal at the 1970 Tchaikovsky
Competition in Moscow. He was
the only contestant inv.ited to give
special recitals in Moscow and
Leningrad immediately following
the 1970 competition.
The opening concert will be
presented both Friday and Saturday
night at 8:15 p.m. Future concerts
are also scheduled for October,
with c.lassical guitarist Narciso
Yepes, and November, with Sara
Caldwell, the conductor of the
Boston Opera and subject of a
Time magazine cover story.
Tickets for the New Mexico
Symphony Orchestra concerts are
available at the Popejoy Hall box
office.

Bond Dotes

S.F.

KUNffi Todo.y

SeQson StQrts
The New M cxico Symphony
Orchestra opens its I 978.79 season
tomorrow night .in Popejoy Hall.
Music director Yoshimi Takeda has
programmed ''ThO'} Corsair''
overture by Berlioz, Rachmaninofrs "Piano Concerto No.
3" with guest pianist Horacia
Gutierrez,
and
Beethoven's
"Symphony No. 6 in F Major,
Opus 68."
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ACROSS
I Decorate
6 Walks
lamely
11 Rtbbed fab
nc
14 "John
Brown's
Body" poet
15 Irregular
16 Cycle
17 Drunken
feast
19 Cleamng
tool: lnfor
mat
20 "Hard - 1":
Helmsman's
order
21 Prong
22 Pronoun: Pl.
24 Lunch hour
26 Put away

45 Also rnns
46 Levy

48
49

Indication
Trading cen

ters
50 Brake part
52 "Take -

VIeW of"
56 Beverage

57 Choice
60 Idle talk:
Slang
61

Machine

parts
62 Centered

about "
point

63 Bitter vetch

64 Whtte bird
65 General
tendency
DOWN
1 Btshop's
27 Run-down:
tttle
Informal
2 Bargain
30 Fuses ores
3 If ever
32 Slanted
4 Not long
33 Quebec's
ago
neighbor
5 -- degree
34 Bantu tan
6 Marx fol
guagc
lower
37 Can. pol it<
7 Asian coun
cian
try
38 Soared
8 Breakwater
39 Ski lift
9 Greek letter
40 Compass pt. 10 Washington
41 Eucharistic
port
plate
11 Invertible
42 Keepsake
12 Rub out
43 Took a medi 13 Strode
cal p1cture
18 Surmounting
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By BILL ROBERTSON

D
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Negotiators are meeting today in
an attempt to reach an agreement in
the four-month-long dispute
between UNM and the Com·
munications Workers of America
{CWA), which represent~ 45 per
cent of the university's 524 food
service and physical plant workers.
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Z3 Frcry
25 - and out:

Flagrant
26 0 rder to go
27 Restrain
28 Town on the
Thames

29 Transporta
tton

medium: 2
words
30 Overfed
31 Aspect

33 Arachnid

35 Den
36 Circle

parts

38 Comedian
Danny -·

39

Will maker

41 Northwest

42

~

S T A N

Ely: TV

Tarzan

The union is asking for increased
wages for its member>, whose
numbers include University electricians, plumbers and craftsmen.

44 "Nonsense! 1 '

45 Claim
46 L1keness

47 Swedish

Because of a "gentleman's
agreement" between representatives of the opposing sides, details
of the negotiations arc not being
disclosed. The LOBO has learned,
however, that University officials
have previously rejected a unionproposed 10 per cent wage increase,

lake

48

Mass of
earth crust

50 Marn charac
ter
51 On this

point
53 Small cubes
54 Russ. czar
55 Become

58 Limb
59 Ship section
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EMPLOYMENT

I'Ak.i·'IIMC J()ll! Sale<;, Ocxiblc houn, good pay,
!uli·timt' durjn~ Prcak. Call Phil Francty_k,

Pos~iblc

Interested in a

YEARBOOK?

offering instead of 6.5 per cent
rai.l;je,

"Indian healing techniques" is the scheduled topic for discussion at
today's free noontime conference sponsored by the UNM School of
Medicine.
CHADWICK PHOTO
The discussion will be led by Dr. Robert L. Bergman, assistant professor
Custodian Michael Sanchez sweeps up in the Biology in the medical school's department of psychiatry.
Bergman has written several articles about the Navajo's use of peyote (a
building.
hallucinogenic drug obtained from the peyote cactus) as a healing aide.
The conference, part of the series, "Controversy and Challenge in
Medicine," is open to the public and the medical community on the third
noor lecture hall of the Family Practice/Psychiatry building, 620 Camind
do Salud, N.E.

UNM priorities
listed by Davis

contact
Senator Mario Ortiz
277-5528

ncgotwttom revolve cxclm1vcly
around wage demands, worker> cite
problem' with .1ick lc~ve und
tnrdinc" as being sore potnt.s they

Union officials cite August costof-living figures, which indicate a feel the union should address.
7.7 per cent. increase, as a rationale
The present union·Univcrsity
for their demands . .Joe Gardiner, a
contract states that employees must
union spokesman, said, "The present a doctor\ ccrtil'icatc when
workers arc upset They're working,
they arc absent from work because
in effect, without a wage contract."
of illness. Employes nrc accordctl u
The pre.~ent contract between I he certain number of paid sick leave
CWA and the University took days per month, determined by
effect on July I, 1976, and cxpire.l their IClliority. Wtlrkc" employed
on .Tunc 30, 1979. UNM Personnel Jc" than one year arc allowed seven
Director Philip Alarid said, "It is hours per month of paid skk leave;
our hope and our expectation that those who've worked between ouc
the negotiations will; be completed and two years at the University may
be paid for 10 hours of sick time;
very soon~"
and employee wit.h over 2 years
Univer.>ity employees, being also with the university arc accorded 14
state employees, are prevented by hours of paid sick time per month.
law from striking.
The contract state~, "InapThough officials stress that
propriate use of any paid absences
may be cause for disciplinary ac·
tion, including dismissaL"

Conference set

combined
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The Lobos will meet the
University of Nevada, Las
Veg{ls at their first home
game Saturday at 7:30p.m.
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One UNM employee complained
of being docked one hour's pay for
being five minutes late. Ned Ross,
assistant director of the physical
plant said, "If that was the case, it
must nave been a mistake. Our
policy is that the . employee . is
docked according to how late he ts.
If someone who is making $5 an
hour is six minutes late, he is
docked one-tenth of an hour's pay,
or 50 cents."

Grade Problems?
Complete Training
in Learning
Through Hypnosis

Recruitment and enrollment of freshmen at UNM should be given high
priority, said President William Davis.
.
.
.
Davis, speaking at a UNM faculty meeung Thursday, srud there was a
1.5 per cent increase in freshmen enrollment at UNM this year.
However, Davis said, "The University is losing a significant number of
students after their freshmen! year. Thirty-eight per cent of these students
are not returning, and we would like to bring that figure down to 25 per
cent."

• cut study time
• improve grade point

897-0201 forinfo.
18 yrs. P-Xperience

Ne\N Mexico Daily Lobo
Please plaee the foUowing classified advertUement in the New Me.rico DoiltJ
Lob,
.
times(s) beginning . .
.
. . , under the hea~ing
(circle one): 1. Pen~~nals;
2. Lost & Found;
3. Setvices;
-+. Housmg;
S. For Salt:;
6. Employment;
7. Travel
8. MisceUaneous.

Want Ads say it
in a Big Waylt

Classified Advertising Rates
15c per word, $1.00 minimUill charge
Tenns Cash in advance
Hours: 8:30 A.M. to 4:30 P.M.
Monday thru Friday

Enclosed $·--~~ PlaCed by ~----- Telephon.e_.~----

Marron Hall, Room 105
Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of-New Mexico
Albuquerque,New Mexico 87131

The president added that the percentage of minority freshmen enrolled
ut UNM remained the same as last year, between 36 and 38 per cent.
Overall there are 200 more females this year than males in the student
population, he said.
111 other matters, Davis spoke of asking the State legislature for $10
million to build a basic medical research center on the North Campus, to
renovate Johnson Gym and to expand Mesa Vista HalL

~---;.··
_"·-~

"·--·

Davis said, "'The expansion (of Mesa Vista Hall) \Vould house students'
services, would eliminate students' running around and would have
student services in one complex.''
Also in his speech:
-Oavis commented on significant developments in the affirmative
action program including hiring of minorities and women faculty members.
-He spoke of Upgrading classified employees salaries and salary
.
funding in the future.
~Davis told the faculty there was a three-year net gaitt in the budget of
59.7 per cent.

,:·
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Craft
•
capstzes

FISHER PHOTO

This boat was capsized yesterday in the Johnson Gym pool
by students in Lauri Wiggins' small craft safety course.

By ERIN ROSS

Undergrad enrollment
in Arts and Sciences
declines 7 per cent

A recently published report from UNM's Office M
Admissions and Records shows enrollment . in the
College of Arts and Sciences dropping faster than the
"post- baby-boom" decline i·n undergraduate
enrollmertt.
Campus statisticiart Catherine Furman said it \Vas
too early to judge a trend because spring enrollment
hasn't been determined, but since last fall UNM has
experienced only a seven-tenth of ·one per cent drop in
total undergraduate ertrollntent while experiencing a
much higher 7 per cent· drop itt enrollment in the
College of Arts mid Sciences.

Contacted about the decline, Arts and Sciences
Associate Dean Ralph Norman said he thought there
were two major reasons: I) 'fhe political and social
makeup of the student body has. changed in the past
few years, and 2) As a hedge against inflation,
students are looking for a good vocational "pay-off"
for time and money Spent in college. Consequently,
students are chboisng courses that lead to marketable
degrees.
Norman said enrollment is dropping all over the
country and is expected to fall Untill980.
(camirl'u.Bd on page 31
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